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Fair Pay for Women in Pennsylvania Requires Increasing  
the Minimum Wage and the Tipped Minimum Wage

May 2014   |   Julie Vogtman & Katherine Gallagher Robbins    

Minimum wage workers in Pennsylvania – mostly women – struggle to make ends meet on earnings of just $7.25 
per hour ($2.83 per hour for tipped workers).  Current efforts are underway to raise the minimum wage to $10.10 
per hour, increase the tipped minimum cash wage, and index these wages to keep pace with inflation.  Increasing 
the minimum wage and tipped minimum wage are key steps toward fair pay for women in Pennsylvania. 

Women are a large majority of minimum wage 
earners in Pennsylvania.   
•   Women are about two-thirds of Pennsylvania workers 

who are paid the minimum wage or less.1 These  
workers provide care for children and elders, clean 
homes and offices, and wait tables. 

•   Women of color are disproportionately represented 
among female minimum wage workers. Nationally, 
22 percent of minimum wage workers are women of 
color,2 compared to less than 16 percent of workers 
overall.3

It’s time to give low-wage workers in  
Pennsylvania a raise.  
•    A woman working full time, year round in  

Pennsylvania at the current minimum wage of $7.25 
per hour will earn just $14,500 annually4 – more than 
$4,000 below the federal poverty line for a mother 
with two children.5

•    The minimum cash wage for tipped employees in 
Pennsylvania is $2.83 per hour – just $5,660 a year.6 

While employers are responsible for making sure that 
their tipped employees are paid the minimum wage, 
many of these workers are paid less due to wage theft 
and other illegal practices.7 In Pennsylvania, women 
are 80 percent of tipped workers and also 80 percent 
of restaurant servers, the state’s largest group of 
tipped workers.8

•   Pennsylvania families are struggling in this tough  
economy. One-third (33 percent) of black families with 
children are in poverty, 39 percent of Hispanic families 
with children are in poverty, and 40 percent of single-
mother families are in poverty.9

Raising the minimum wage and the tipped  
minimum wage would boost wages for  
working women in Pennsylvania and help 
close the wage gap.
•    Increasing the minimum wage to $10.10 per hour would 

boost annual full-time earnings by $5,700 to $20,200, 
enough to pull a family of three out of poverty.  
Eliminating the separate minimum cash wage for tipped 
workers would ensure that these workers also receive 
$10.10 per hour, an increase of $14,540 per year for full-
time work, providing more stable and adequate base 
earnings for tipped employees.10  Indexing these wages to 
inflation would prevent their value from falling relative to 
the cost of living.

•   The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) estimates that if the 
minimum wage were gradually increased to $10.10 per 
hour beginning this year, by 2016, over 1 million  
Pennsylvania workers would get a raise. Of the total  
affected workers, about 607,000 (57 percent) are  
women.11

•   Of the more than 1 million workers who would get a 
raise, about 897,000 (84 percent) are at least 20 years old, 
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and 262,000 (24 percent) are parents. About 516,000 
Pennsylvania children – nearly one in five children in 
the state – live in families where at least one parent 
would benefit from a minimum wage increase.12 

•   Since women are the majority of Pennsylvania’s  
minimum wage workers, increasing the minimum 
wage and the tipped minimum wage would help 
close the wage gap.13 Pennsylvania women working 
full time, year round are paid only 76 cents for every 
dollar paid to their male counterparts.14 Black women 
working full time, year round make only 68 cents, and 
Hispanic women only 55 cents, for every dollar paid 
to their white, non-Hispanic male counterparts.15

Raising the minimum wage would strengthen the 
economy in Pennsylvania.
•   Increasing the wages paid to low-wage workers results 

in lower turnover, boosts worker efforts, and encourages 
employers to invest in their workers.16

•   Most minimum wage workers need this income to make 
ends meet and spend it quickly, boosting the economy. 
Research indicates that for every $1 added to the  
minimum wage, low-wage worker households spent an 
additional $2,800 the following year.17

•     Raising the minimum wage does not cause job loss, even 
during periods of recession.18 In fact, EPI estimates that 
raising the federal minimum wage to $10.10 per hour 
would generate over $1 billion in additional economic 
activity and create or support about 3,800 new jobs in 
Pennsylvania.19
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